G-actions on disks and permutation representations  by Oliver, Robert
G-Actions on Disks and Permutation Representations 
‘I’hc Burnside ring Q(G) of a finite group G was originall!- defined as the 
C;rothendieck group on all finite G-sets (finite sets with G-action), with addition 
induced by disjoint union and multiplication b!. (‘artesian product. orn Dicck 121 
has recently given a topological definition f rthis ring: one takes the catcqJl-\ 
of all compact smooth G-manifolds, an<. 1 idcntif?es t\\o m;mifolcis -If, ind .li, 
if the Euler characteristics x(;ll,“) and x(.11,“) are equal for all /I (; (additicjl; 
and multiplication are defined as betin-c). ‘l’hc orrcspondcncc bctn ecn :n (1 
definitions is pivcn I,\- rcgardinq finite C-sct5 as zero-dilncnsional manif[,lds. 
J(G) {.x EQ(G) 1 mlm x 2 [D], D some disk with G-action]. 
‘I’his set 3(G) is a subgroup of Q(G) (’ f t m ac an ideal), and identifying O(C) 
plays akey role in studying disk actions (as demonstrated by [l 1, Theorem 21). 
In particular, thenumber n, defined in [IO], which indicates what fixed point 
sets can occur for actions of G on disks, can be determined from d(G). 
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In Section 3, a subgroup R,(G) 1: &(ZG) will be defined, and a map 
I;;: Q(G) - r IZ,,(ZG);B,(G) 
will he constructed which has d(G) as kernel. Itwill then be shown that B,,(G) 
D(ZG), the kernel of the map 
(‘331 isagain a maximal order containing ZG), so that r,, may be considered as
taking values in &,(9J)J1). 
Section 3 deals with the algebraic questions. Dress has posed the problem: 
for which x E Q(G) can one write .T = [S,] -- [S,], such that Z(S,j g Z(L) ? 
The map r, will be used again to show that the set of all such .L’ is precise15 
d(G). Furthermore, if K(G,Zj denotes the Grothendieck group of finitely 
generated Z-free ZG-modules under direct sum, then d(G) is shown to he the 
kernel of the map 
defined b!- sending [S] to [Z(S)]. 
In [5] and [6], Endo and Iliixata define and stud!- t\yo subgroups &(ZGj 11 
C?(ZG) L I?,,(ZG), defined b! 
It will be shown in Section 3 that C?(ZG) -~ /j(ZG), and that 
C”(ZGj/@ZG) = Im(r,j 2 @(G)/A(G). 
One consequence of this is that wo stably isomorphic finitely generated torsion- 
free modules AT and LV are stably isomorphic via permutation representations: 
for some finite G-set S. 
A later paper will deal with the calculations f d(G) and Im(r,), and in 
particular, derive the results onn, announced in [12, Theorem 31. 
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Let R,(G) denote the rational representation ri g. Then Ka(ZG) may- be 
regarded as an Ro(G)-module as follows [15, Th eorem 9.11. For P a projective 
ZG-module and I’ a rational representation, let J1be a G-invariant lattice inI,-, 
and set 
[IT] .[P] = [M (x_:z P]c K”(ZG). 
This makes K,,(ZG) into aFrobenius module over K,(G) (using Lam’s terminol- 
ogy). illatchett, in [S], proves that D(ZG) is a Frobenius submodule of K,,(ZG); 
i.e., D(ZG) is an Ro(G)-submodule, and for Ii C G, 
Ind,“(D(ZII)) C D(ZG); KesHG(D(ZG)) C D(ZH). 
Alternatively, Endo and Miyata prove that D(ZG) is a Frobenius submodule 
by giving the following characterization [5, Lemma 2.41, stated here for future 
reference: 
LEMMA I. Z)(ZG) is the kernel of the map 
k;(ZG) + K(G, Z) 
(the map which forgets hat a module is projective). fry other words, for projective 
modules P, and P, , 
[Z’,] - [I’z] E D(ZG) 
;f atui on[v if P, 0 &Y $2 P, < S f or some jkit.‘ly generated ZG-module X. 1 
\Ve now state the main technical result on D(ZG): 
-rhEOREM 1. A-lssume that 9(G) C K,,(ZG) are subgroups defned for all 
jinite G,such that he following two conditions hold: 
(I) A’(G) is functorial on the category ofjkite groups with monomorphisms; 
i.e., Ind,“(‘V(Zi)) C S(G) for H C G. 
(2) For any H <:I G, if P, C P, are projective Z[G/H]-modules, andI’, C p2 
projective ZG-modules, such that PJP, and ITz/Z’, are finite and isomorphic as
ZG-modules, then [p,] - [I’,] E X(G) if [P,] - [PI] EX(G/H). 
Then X(G) > D(ZG) for all finite groups G. 
The proof of the theorem will be based on a lemma describing the simple 
algebra-components of QG for hyperelementary groups G. Consider first a 
group G which has a normal cyclic subgroup Z,, <I G such that A =: Q<, moz, 
QG (<, a primitive 71th root of unity) is a simple summand of QG; this occurs if 
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and only if the conjugation action of G/Z,, on Z,, is effective (i.e., Z,, is self- 
centralizing). For such G, since QZ,, =m &,r Q[, , one has 
(a decomposition asa sum of algebras, not necessarily simple.) Thus, A is the 
unique simple component of QG upon which G acts effectively (and is therefore 
independent of the choice of Z,,); when such a simple component exists, itwill 
be denoted by Q*G. It is a twisted group ring of the form Q<,,“[G/Z,i], where 
GIZ,, acts on Q<,, as a subgroup of 
Gal(QS,,/Q) ==Aut(Z,,), 
and where /3 E EP(G/Z,,; (Z<,,)*) determines the extension. 
The following lemma, describing the simple summands of QG for hyper- 
elementary G, is basically a restatement ofk’amada’s results in[IS, Chap. 31. 
L~NJIX 2. Let G be a hyperelementary group, and .?I asimple component of QG 
with irreducible representation I’.Set D = Hom,(l-, I). Then there exist 
subgroups K 4 H C G such that 
(I) Q[H/K] has a simple component -4’ = Qn[H/S], a twisted group ring 
as described above, whose irreducible module W is such that 17 = - Ind,“( W). 
(2) Hom,(W, IV) = D, and ,-1: = Hom,(QG @,, A’, QG oQ, A’). 
(3) If 9J1’ isa maximal order in A’ containinCq the image of Z[H/KJ (image 
under the projection of Q[H/K] onto A’), then 
is a maximal order in =I containirg the irna<qe of ZG. 
(4) The maps 
are equivalences b tween the categories of left !lJ3- and 9J1’-modules (and inverses 
to each other); thus they induce isomorphisms between K,eJJJ) and K,(\JJl’). 
Proof. If x: G ---, C is any irreducible character ofG, then Q(x) will denote 
the field generated by the image of x, Let W be the smallest irreducible Q- 
representation of G whose character x W contains ,yin its decomposition, a dlet d
be the simple algebra-summand ofQG with irreducible module IV. Then d is 
a matrix algebra over a division ring D = HomQc(W, IV), and one has [3, 
Lemma 24.7 and Theorem 24. IS] :
$31 !.jO,‘I-4 
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(1) 11 has center Q(x), 
(3) [I): Q(x)] = m&y)“, for some integer ‘no(x) (the Schur index of x), 
(3) ,xrr- y:= WAX) LcM(~~~~)x~ (x” defined by x”(g) u(x(.g))). 
Sow let ,y be an irreducible character ofG dividing the character xi. of I . 
Then [18, Propositions 3.5, 3.61 there exists ubgroups K <:I f1 L G and an 
irreducible character 4 for li such that x :r Ind,G(#), such that Q(4) -- Q(x), 
and such that he simple component A’ of Q1l containing $ is the tcvisted group 
ring Q”[HjK]. (Pamada assumes in stating the proposition that G is Q(X)- 
elementary, but onlp uses that it is hyerelementary.) Let 11. be the irreducible 
Al’-nlodule andset !q _= Gal(Qx/Q); then 
s 1Y iUQ($) 1 I$‘; and x I’ %(X) c x”. 
“E!$ <it B 
Set k, ~n~(#)/m&), so that Ind,<;( II’) ~~ /z, I -. 
Let D’ =m Hom,d(lV, II’). and let k, be the multiplicity of 11. in 1. ,, Then 
dimo(,)(Hon& 11; 1’)) 
is a ring isomorphism. Furthermore, 
Since QG ~y,~,, -4’ is a free (right-) AJ’-module, one gets .1 “: ;lI,.(-1’) 
(r [G : rl]). By [I 3, ‘pheorem 8.71, for any masimal W’ in -=l’, 
!).)I .lI,.(!W) Hom&ZG <<,zlr !W, ZG $J~,, W’) 
is a maximal order in .J (ZG ‘&n !N’ being a free !lW-module). If 91’ is ZN- 
invariant, then !lll will be ZG-invariant. 
In particular, thefunctor 
S - (ZG (T&r, 911’) r~;, S = ZG @GZH A 
defines a Morita equivalence from the category of left !W-modules to the categor!- 
of left 9.R-modules (see [13, Theorem 16.141. Since 
the inverse to the ahove map is given by 
Any finite ZG-module T of order prime to G has a projective resolution 
of the form 
0 + P, - Pz ---f T -+ 0. 
(‘fake am surjection fa projective P2 onto T; the kernel P, is projcctixr 
localized at any prime, and is thus globally projective [9, Lemma 21.) The class 
is independent of the choice of resolution, b\-Shanuel’s lemma, and will be 
denoted p(,( T). 
Proof qf Theorem 1. Since D(ZG) is a Frobenius module over K,(G), it 
su&cs using condition I to prove the theorem for G hyperelementarv. Foranv 
[PJ - [Pgl E n(ZG), 
choose an embedding PI C P2 with cokernel 1’ of order prime to ~1 G 
((P&,,,) ‘;‘I (P?)(,,,) by Theorem A of [lS]). Thus, [P,] -- [P2] =- p(,(T). 
Let QC = ~<-;~i zli be the decomposition as a direct sum of simple algebras. 
and let !JJi,, \+I t , !tJli be a maximal order containing ZG. Any maximal order 
has this form, with !IJ.,l; maximal in .-I,: ifp, denotes the projection onto -4; 1then 
and they must be equal by masimality. Any order containing ZG is contained 
in (l;m) .ZG [13, Theorem 41.11 , so !131, @&,; T >- T (as ZG-modules). and 
we get a decomposition 
Sate that the T, are well-defined linear submodules of 7’, independent of the 
choice of ‘3J1,; Itremains to show that pL(T,) ES(G) for all i. 
For anv fixed i, set -4 = --I; , and choose subgroups K z 1 /f (1 G as in 
J,emnta 3, \vith -3’ = Q”[H!K], a twisted group ring and simple cc,rnponent 
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of Q[H/RJ, such that -4 is a matrix algebra over A’. Let ‘351’ cz =1’ and 911 2 9 
be maximal orders, asin the lemma. One has an exact sequence 
and since p<,(T) E fI(ZG), one ma! assume (stabilizing f necessary) that 
91 rxjzc; P, ‘2~ !jJl ,*z<; P, 
Thus, applying part (4) of I,emma 2, there xist !JJ?-modules I-”and ?“, and 
an exact sequence 
0 + 17’ - P’ , T’ -+ 0, 
such that I” is projective and 
By the assumptions inLemma 2 (that !W contains the image of Z[N/K] under 
the projection ofQ[H/K] onto A’), T’ may be regarded as a Z[H,‘K]-module. 
Since 
9JlN ‘K ;;Z,H,K, (PHIK(T’)) :~-: [I”] -- [P’] -~- 0 
one gets that pH ,K( Y) E D(Z[H/K]). 
sow, if K + 0 or II & G, one may assume by induction that D(Z[II/K]) L 
a\-(H/K). Thus, 
p/,:ic(T’) E WW), 
so pH(T’) E S(H) by condition 2 of the theorem, and 
p(;( I’;) ~-= IndEic(p,( T’)) E-‘i(G) 
bv condition 1.
-So it remains to consider the case where G has a group ring component 
A == Ai = Q+G. Let Z,, --II G be a subgroup such that 
The image of ZG under the projection onto d is just Z5,,3[G/Z,,] VI, so that 
the maximal order ‘331, which was chosen contains 41. By results in[16, 171, 
D(cu) = 0. 
Thus, since Ti has a finite free resolution over %l& , it also has one over 3: 
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Let p: ZG m-h VI denote the projection; then 
is a surjection of semilocal rings, and by [I, Chap. III, Corollary 2.91 induces a
surjection on GL,, .So the mapf can be lifted toa map 
f: (ZG),? - (ZG)s 
having cokernel p finite oforder prime to nz :x G /, and with 
As before, one has a decomposition p = @j”=, pi, with pi = Ti . Since 
pa(F) _= 0 E D(ZG), and Ai = Q+G is the only oomponent of QG upon which 
G acts effectively, one has from the first half of the proof that 
for all j# i. Thus 
2 
In [IO], the problem of studying smooth G-actions ondisks up to equivariant 
homotopy equivalence was seen equivalent tothe study of finite contractible 
“G-complexes”: CW complexes with G-action permuting the cells, uch that 
if an element of G maps a cell to itself, it does so via the identity. It was shown 
[lo, Theorem 61 that any finite G-complex X is G-homotopy equivalent tosome 
smooth action of G on a compact manifold (and to an action on a disk if X is 
contractible); conversely, any smooth action on a compact manifold has the 
structure ofa finite G-complex (see [Y’]). 
In particular, tom Dieck’s definition of G(G) can be made alternatively using 
the category of finite G-complexes instead of compact smooth G-manifolds. 
Note that if X is a finite G-complex and Si the set of i-cells ofX (regarded asa 
finite G-set), then [X] may be expressed in terms of G-sets by 
dim x 
[Xl = c (-I)“[&]. 
i-0 
P‘or an!- finite contractible G-coniplex -Y, L\\C define p;(-\-) (-1-j 1 5 Q(C;), 
SO that 
A(G) ;p(-Y) .V a finite contractible G-compi~x~ 
\Vorking with G-complexes, itis clear that ii(G) is an ideal: addition corresponds 
to taking ivedgc product (i.e., F(-Y v I-) ~(.7i) -’F( I-)), and multiplication 
to taking smash product. 
The extent o which A(G) controls the structure of smooth G-actions ondisks 
is shown 1~1. the following theorem, aspecial case of ‘l‘heorcm :!in [I I]. 
‘I’I~l;.oIwal 2. /,et .I- he al/y finite G-cov2ple.v such that [-I-] 5 1 &t(C). ?‘hl 
thtve is a jinitr contractible G-complex 1. I? .Y, swh that leti .\-I[ jbr aii~’ 
i!tb~yroup II [mm G not a prime power ordrr. 7’hu.T. there is a smooth action of’ G on 
a disk II, and an inclusion S L- ij, which is an equiuariant homotopy equivalence 
away from orbits with prime power order isotropy subgroups. 1 
-1 G-resolution wasdefined in [lo] to be an n-dimensional (72 -~-. I)-connected 
finite G-complex _\- such that H,,(S) is a projectiveZG-module. For any such .I-, 
since N,,(.Y) islocally isomorphic toa free module, there is a finite free G-set 
?;?’ 4 1 such that S,, 1 rk,(H,,(2\‘)). Invariants 93(-V) and yc;(Sj arc then 
defined by 
$0(-l-) [A-] -j- (-l)““[S,,+,] - 1 EL)(G). 
yG(d\;j (-l)?:([I-I,,(S)] - [i&Y,+,)]) E &(ZG). 
Note that he term (~ 1)“. ‘[S,, ..J in the definition of ~(~1~) isneeded to insure 
that Kes,G(q(S)) 0; the idea is to make F(S) as good a candidate aspossible 
for lying in A(G). If -‘II isan n-dimensional G-resolution, then one may attach 
free orbits of cells (G PI ’ *) to S (by realizing geometrically some surjection 
of a free ZG-module onto /I,,(-U)) to produce an (n + I)-dimensional G- 
resolution 1.; the invariants have been defined so that rp(S) ~: ~(1.) and 
y,(-k-) ==YG(IV). 
In [lo, (Theorem 2)], it was shon-n that the set of all elements Of for G- 
resolutions S is precisely the subgroup Q(G) as defined in the introduction. 
This was proven there in terms of resolving functions: integral-valued f nctions 
on the set of subgroups of G. Note that a resolving function ‘pcorresponds to
the element 
where [Z1, ..,, 11,:. isa set of conjugacy class representatives for subgroups of G. 
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LVe now have the following situation 
{G-resolutionsj 
Q(G) K”(ZG) 
and the obvious way to try getting an obstruction map defined on Q(G) is to 
divide out by the subgroup 
B,,(G) == (y(;(X) , .Y a G- resolution, F(S) = 0} C QZG). 
I’ROPOSITI~N 1. For any jnite G, yc; induces a zcell-defined homomorphism 
r,: Q(G) + IZ,,(ZG)~B,,(G). 
Furthermore, Ker(r,) = A(G). 
Proof. Let K denote the image of the product map 
p? x yc: {G-resolutions] + Q(G) x &(ZG). 
‘l’hen Q(G) is the set of all .Y EQ(G) such that (s, y) E R for some 3’ E &(ZG), 
and T,, is defined by 
To(x) .--: y (mod B,,(G)) 
if (s, y) E 12. H,,(G) is the set of all y E QZG) such that (0, y) E R, and r,; is 
clcarl!, well defined once R is shown to be a subgroup. 
Given an!- two G-resolutions X1 and 2Y2 , we may assume (replacing Si b! 
Y?S, , if ncccssarl;) that they have basepoints xiE XiG. By the remarks after 
the definitions f p and yG , one may add free orbits of cells to one of these 
comple~s, without changing p(XJ and y,(S,), until they have the same 
ciimension. Then -1-r v S, is a G-resolution, a d 
Furthermore, for an!- G-resolution S, 
(g’ :.’ y,;)(ZX) == -(cp >: ye)(X), 
and R is thus a subgroup. 
So T,; is well defined, and Ker(T,) is the set of s E O(G) such that (x1 0) E R. 
Then d(G) C Ker(T,), by definition. Conversely, for any ,I’ E Ker(l’(;), let
S be a G-resolution such that 
p(X) = s, y,(S) =z 0. 
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If II = dim(;Y), then H,(X) is a stably free ZG-module, and free orbits of n- 
and (n +- I)-cells may be added to X to construct a finite contractible ZG-
complex 9’ with p(X’) = p(X). Then 
x = &X’) E d(G), 
and d(G) -: Ker(r,). 1 
We will now show that B,(G) = D(ZG) f or any G. Theorem 1 can be applied 
to give: 
LEMMA 3. B,(G) 2 D(ZG). 
Proof. This amounts to showing that conditions 1 and 2 in Theorem 1 hold 
for B,(G). First assume H C G, and a E B,(H). If X is an H-resolution with 
Y&Y) = a, P(W = 0, h c oose a base point x E XH and define 
I- -1 (G X N X)/(G X H x). 
This space has homology R,(Y) = ZG &,, A,(X), so Y is a G-resolution with 
yc(‘I’) = IndHc(yc(X’)), v(Y) = Ind,G(F(X)) = 0, 
and IndHG(a) E B,(G). Thus, IndHG(B,(H)) _CB,(G). 
Wow assume that-H (1 G, and that PI C P2 are projective Z[G/H]-modules, 
pi C r’, projective ZG-modules, such that P2/Pl and ij2/p1 are finite and iso- 
morphic. We may assume without changing the quotient modules that PI and 
pz are free. If [P,] - [PJ E B&G/H), then there xists for some n an n-dimen- 
sional G/H-resolution X with H,,(X) g P2 and y(X) = 0. 
Since PI is free, the inclusion PI C P2 may be realized geometrically by adding 
orbits (G/H >: Pit) of cells to X, producing a complex X, with 
Regarding >yt as a G-complex, the surjection of r’, onto II,, may be realized 
by adding orbits (G x P+-l) to Xi (P2 - is free, by assumption), andthis produces 
a G-resolution X2 with H,i,(AY2) E PI . 0 ne sees easily that e(Xa) F= 0, and so 
[&,I - [&I = (-l)‘“yG(X2) E B,(G). 1 
In order to prove inclusion i the opposite direction, thefollowing lemma will 
first beneeded: 
LEMMA 4. Let X be any finite G-complex, with augmented chain complex 
0 --L C,(X) - C,_,(X) + ... --+ C,(X) -’ C-,(X) - 0 
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(C-,(X) z 2). Let T b e any jinite Yight ZG-module, such that X is Z,-acyclic 
for any prime p dividing the order of T. Then the sequence 
0 --t T gzc C,(X) + T gzc; C,-,(S) --, ..a --f 7’ gzr; C-,(X)+ 0 
is exact. 
Proof. We may assume that T consists ofp-power torsion for some fixed 
prime p. First consider the case where G is a p-group, and for fixed T # 0, 
assume inductively that the theorem holds for all smaller modules. Since the 
only irreducible Z,G-module is Z, , with fixed G-action (see, e.g., [14, Proposi- 
tion 26]), there xists a submodule T, _C T of order p. For any i, the sequence 
is exact, and C,(X) is a sum of modules of the form Z(G/H) for various subgroups 
H C G. 
Let s denote the set of subgroups H C G such that 
T,, Ox Z(G,:H) - T &c Z(GIH) 
is not one-to-one. If H _C K, then the map 
T, @zc Z(G,‘H) - T,, @zc Z(G/K) 
is an isomorphism, and so K lies in 2 if H does. Thus, setting X = lJHE,p -XH, 
we get an exact sequence of (augmented) chain complexes 
0 ---f z, @& C*(X, 2) - T $-jjzc C*(X) -> I’!T,, ‘j& C*(X) ---, 0. 
The right-hand complex is exact, by the induction assumption. The left-hand 
complex has as its homology n*(-k7/G, X/G; Z,), which is zero by the Smith 
theorems (G is a p-group, and X is Z,-acyclic, so the fixed point set of any 
subgroup is Z,-acyclic). So {T (&CT C,(X)} IS exact, and the lemma is proven 
for p-groups. 
For an arbitrary G, let N be ap-S$ow subgroup. Corresponding tothe natural 
projection 
one defines a transfer map t in the other direction: let(gi: i= I,..., k} be right 
coset representatives for H in G, and set 
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This gives a well-defined map commuting with the boundary maps, TT f is 
multiplication by R (thus an isomorphism), and the induced maps 
ffi( T ‘< Zf{ c’,(X)) 2 Hj( 1’ ’ * zc C,(S)) 
1’ 
show that x.+ is split surjective. Since [T ! ‘jzF, C’,(S); has been shown to be 
exact, so is {T tGjZG C,(S)]. 1 
If YI is any order in QG containing ZG, and Llf aZ-free finitely generated 
ZG-module, then ?I X will denote the %-module “I c&, hZ/(torsion). This
is isomorphic tothe %-module generated by-II in QM. 
LEMMA 5. Let zI’ be nq~ n-dimensional C-resolution, aud ‘!I an order containiq 
ZG. Then the sequence 
I'roqf. C’hoose an integer WL such that ZG I? m!lI, and let T ZG ~“1 
(regarded asa right ZG-module). The exact sequence 
0 > \!I “I, z(; f ?‘-*() 
induces an exact sequence of chain complcws 
0 + +!I c’#(-\-) --• C’,(‘Y) l T “%G C’,:(.V) --t 0 
(setting C,, .1(S) H,,(.Y) for convenience). ‘I’he sequence IC’> (-Y)j is certainI!- 
exact, and so it is sufficient to prove that (T /?z(; C,(.Y)) is esact. But H,,(S) is 
locally isotnorphic toa free module F, so I,emma 4 applies to show that 
:T &; C,(S)] is exact. 1 
For an n-dimensional G-resolution .I-, let Sj (0 -:I ’ ‘. II) be the set of i-cells 
of S, and let S-, be a point. Thus, C,(S) Z(S;) for - 1 - i 6 11. Define 
S,, 1 as before (SF,_, isfree and Sl,i+l ~ - rk,(H,,(S))). If 911 L: ZG is a maximal 
order in QG, then by [ 13, Corollary 21.51 all !N-lattices (i.e.. Z-free !NJ1-mod&s) 
arc‘ projective. In particular, llterms in the sequence [9X C,(S)) of I,emma 5 
are projective. So we obtain formulas 
Ind$(y,(.\)) (-~ l)n([!Ui II,,( - p.U . Z(S,,+ 1)]) 
“1 /1 
p;(&Y) x ( ~ l)i[Si]. 
r~--l 
These yield immediately: 
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‘I’HI<ORFlI 3. B,(G) = D(ZG). 1 
‘hEOREhI 4. If- S -1 [s,] - [&] t D(G), then 
r,(s) = [911 .Z(S,)] - [W . Z(S,)] EK”(W) 
(BCIWP 5ce 7207~ identiiv &(!Jl~) with &(ZG)~,(G)). 1 
3 
It will now be shown that certain algebraic problems considered byDress [4], 
and Endo and 1Iiyata [5, 61, reduce to studying this ame map r, . These 
in\olve questions of stable isomorphisms between ZG-modules; in particular 
between permutation modules. 
The followinK variation Shanuel’s lemma will be needed. 
l,E31hl.~ 6  .-lssume that PI L Pz are pojectiz’e ZG-modules, and di, C 111, 
crrbitrasy Z-free ZG-modules (all modules finite13 r pnerated) such that PJPl E 
.I , ! M, . Then Al, @ P, z A!!, @ P, . 
Proof. Let .\I bc the pullback of P, and -11, over P,/P, 2 -11,,n1, Then one 
has split exact sequences 
0 + P, - _I- -)I 21% -+ 0, 
0 - Ml --j -\- -j P, --j 0
(the first equence is seen to split by dualizing). So 
nz, ($, P., E z\- &Y ‘II, if> P, . 1 
\Ye first consider modules which are locally isomorphic; the following result 
is due mostly to Dress. K(G, Z) again denotes the Grothendieck group of Z-free 
finitely generated ZG-modules, under direct sum. 
~ROPO~II‘lOS ‘. For torsion-free jinite/y generated ZG-modules ill and N, 
tire folhrirg ure epident: 
(1) [.\I] := [N] in Q @ K(G, Z), 
(2) M(,,j G N(l,) for all primes p (Af,,) = Ztp) C& M), 
(3) There exist projectiT!e ZG-modules P, and P, of equal rank such that 
.lI :‘, PI-5 -V p P2 . 
Proof (1 =’ 2) This follows from the proof of Lemma 9.7 in [4], using 
the Krull--Schmidt theorem. 
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(2 3) Since ,1I(,,, 2 L\;(U) for any p, there xists a map 
which is one-to-one and has finite cokernel of order prime to p. Let p1 ,..,, pi 
be the primes dividing G ‘; then 
f f (PI ... Pi-IPi,-I ... pk)f"*: iv1- *w 
i= 1 
is a ZG-linear monomorphism with cokernel T of order prime to ! G i. As 
remarked when defining pGin Section 1, there xist projective modules P2 C P, 
such that PI/P2 s T; and 
by Lemma 6. 
(3 => 1) If N~lP~~N@P,, then [PJ = [PJ in Q @ K(G, Z) since 
K,,(ZG) is finite, and so [M] = [N] in Q @ K(G, Z). 1 
n’ote the following consequence ofthis result: 
COROLLARY. The torsion subgroup of K(G, Z) is isomorphic toj’@UI), where 
!lJ331 1 ZG is a maximal order in QG. 
Proof. Consider the map &(ZG) ---f K(G,Z), which forgets that a module 
is projective. The equivalence of(1) and (3) in the proposition show that the 
torsion subgroup is the image of &(ZG). The kernel of the map ia n(ZG). 
by Lemma 1. 1 
Now, restricting to permutation representations, Dress’s results gi\-c: 
PROPOSITION 3. For$nite G-sets S, and S, , there xist projectire modules P, 
and Pz of equal rank surh that 
Z(S,) c> P, 2 Z(S,) (3 q ) 
if and only if [A’,] - [SSs] E Q(G). 
Proof. First assume such projective modules exist, sothat [Z(S,)] = [Z(S,)] 
in Q @ K(G, Z) by Proposition 2. For any H C G such that HE 9, the com- 
posite 
Q(H) + K(H, Z) + Q @I K(H, Z) 
is a monomorphism by Proposition 9.6 in [4]. Thus, S, jH E S, lH for all such II, 
and [A’,] ~ [A’,] E (P(G). 
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C’onversel!-, if [S ] - [S,] E Q(G), then [Z(S,)] - [Z(&)] lies in the kernel of 
Kes: Q @ K(G, Z) ---f /a Q @ K(H, Z). 
HCG 
Hz3 1 
Hut this map is a monomorphism, since ./ ~1 is the class of defect groups for the 
functor Q _. K( ---, Z) (again by Proposition 9.6). So [Z(S,)] = [Z(S,)] in 
Q YA K(G, Z), and the result follows from Proposition 2. 1 
\Ye now want to use the map r,, to describe when two permutation representa- 
tions are isomorphic. Instead of G-resolutions, one now uses quadruples 
(S, , S, , P, 1 P2) such that 
and the subgroup of Z?,,(ZG) corresponding to B,(G) is 
as defined b!- Endo and Miyata. 
Thus, one must first how: 
THEOHEN 5. @ZG) = D(ZG). 
Proof. Endo and Miyata have shown [6, p. 7011 that cq(ZG) C D(ZG). The! 
also showed in [6] that 
Ind,G(@(ZH)) C cq(ZG) 
for any pair H C G, and to prove that @ZG) 2 D(ZG), it remains to show that 
condition 2 of Theorem 1 holds for c*. 
For any I-I c G, assume that PI C Pz are projective Z[G/H]-modules, and 
r’, C I’, projective ZG-modules, such that P2/Pl g p2/pI . \Ve may assume that 
I', isfree. If [P,] - [P.,] lies in C?(Z[G/H]), then let S be a G-set such that 
P, 0 Z(S) r P2 G., Z(S). 
Since P, 1:: PI z PI @ Pz , by Lemma 6, one now has 
P, ‘3 Z(S) is a permutation module, and so [PI] - [p2] E @ZG). 1 
This yields first the following result on stably isomorphic ZG-modules: 
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THEOREM 6. If &I and IV aye stably isomorphic torsion ,free finitely generated 
ZG-modules (i.e., [;I21 2m [N] in K(G,Z)), t/ 2en there exists a pw7utation module 
Z(S) m-h that 
Proqf. Ixt P, and P, he projective modules such that 
(applying Proposition 2). Then [Z’,] [Z’?] in K(G, Z), and so 
[PI] ~ [I’?] CI Kcr(A,,(ZG) + K(G, Z)). 
‘This kernel is shown by Endo and 1Iiyata [5, Lemma 7.41 to Ix cqu;~I to II 
((:(ZG) in their notation). By Theorem 5, thcrc c\;ists a G-set T such that 
1’1 iy Z(T) ‘Y Y, : 4I Z( 7’). 
Thus, .\I ‘_b P1 C) Z(T) e .\; 4,~) I’, :.j Z(T), and choosing I’:! such that 
P, 5 P, y (ZG)‘; is free, one gets 
.l/ i-) Z( T u G’c) L’ A- :I) Z( T u W). 1 
Finally, we now get the following algebraic interpretation of the map l’(,: 
THEORE:SI 7. (1) For any .Y E Q(G), one can zcritr s = [S,] -~ [&S,] such lhtrf 
Z(S,) N Z(S,), if and onl_v ;fx E d(G) :~~ Ker(r,). 
(2) De$77itg (as i77 [5]) 
C”‘( ZG) [[I’,] -- [PJ E K,,(ZG) I’, ‘J) Z(S) ‘y P2 c;) Z(Z’), su777e S, T; 
one km 
Proof. If [S,] [S,] E d(G), then hv Proposition 3 there exist projecti\ c 
modules P, and P, such that 
Ixtting !)31 2 ZG bc a maximal order, one has (in I,,) 
PJl . I’,] ~~ [!IJr P?] [%1> Z(S,)] [!lJt Z(S,)] = r;,([s,] ~~ [.“,I) 0. 
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so that [PJ - [PJ E D(ZG) -= (;4(ZG). So PI and P, are stably isomorphic, 
it follows that Z(S,) and Z(S,) are stably isomorphic, and 
Z(S, u 7’) % Z(S, u 7’) 
for some finite G-set T’ (by ‘I’heorem 6). 
Conversely, if Z(S,) 2: Z(S,), then [S,] ~~ [S,] E@p(G) by Proposition 3.
Furthermorc, 
I;,([S,] --[S,]) [!lN .Z(S,)] - pi Z(X)] = = 0, 
and so [S,] ~ [S,] E Ker(T,,) mm d(G). 
In (2), we are identifying &(!N) with K,,(ZG):(:‘Q(ZG). If [s,] ~~ Es,] I~ @t(G), 
and Z(S,) cTj P, me Z(S,) {‘ I’, then 
r,([.S,] ~~[S,]) [W . P,] - PI331 . PJ E Ind;;(C”(ZG)). 
C’onverscly, if [I’,] [P.,] t c’i(ZG), then choose S, and S, such that 
Z(S,) (-‘I P,‘v Z(S,) 133 I’,; \
[S,] ~ [S,] EQ(G) b!r Proposition 3, and 
In other words, what this proof shows is that he set 
I([&] - [S,], [PJ [PJ) EQ(G) ‘< &,(ZG) Z(S,) i. I’, ” Z(S,) cz, P2; 
is precisely the image R of the map 
used in Section 2 to define l;, .
Theorems 6 and 7 combine to give the following additional characterization 
of A(G): 
~‘OR~I.I..~RY. A(G) is the kernel ofthe map from -Q(G) to K(G, Z), defined h>
serdirg [S] fo [Z(S)]. i
I would like togive particular thanks to Andreas I>ress and Steve Uom for pointing 
out these algebraic problems to me, and their relation to what I already had done; also to 
Jorgen ‘l’ornehave for many helpful talks. 
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